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TEACHER’S GUIDE
INTRODUCING THE PROGRAM

Fluency and Phonics,  Book 2, is a reading program that builds on
students’ natural language abilities to develop word recognition and reading
fluency in an interesting reading passage context.  The program also
includes phonics in a rhyming word context from the reading passages.
Fluency and Phonics,  Book 2, has 12 lessons with graded
reading passages from high grade 3 through high grade 5 reading levels.

Each of the 12 lessons includes phrase-cued reading, repeated reading,
timed reading, and reading with expression all of which develop reading
fluency.

Phrase-Cued Reading is breaking the text into meaningful phrases to
help with reading expression and comprehension.

Repeated Reading is reading the same passage until students read the
passage at a mastery level.

Timed Reading is reading a passage for one or two minutes and
recording the number of words read per minute.

Reading with Expression is important for developing comprehension of
a passage.

The program method produces exceptional reading success for at-risk
readers having one or more of the following reading characteristics:

need a sense of the whole story before reading;
experience difficulty blending sounds;
read letter by letter, word by word;
have strong verbal skills and weak written language skills; and
exhibit delays in cadence and rhythm.

Fluency and Phonics,  Book 2, also is used with young readers to
improve reading speed and fluency.
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Starting the Program

Students’ Starting Level
To start the program, students should read at grade 3 or higher reading
level. Passage reading levels are listed in the program contents on
page 1. If teachers know students’ reading levels, they start them with the
first lesson at those levels. Students may read at higher reading levels but
exhibit problem reading characteristics such as:

- read letter by letter, word by word and
- exhibit delays in cadence and rhythm.

For any of the twelve lessons, if students read words correctly but read
word by word and lack expression, have them start with that lesson. It is
better to start with an easier lesson.  For groups, choose students with
similar reading levels and abilities.

Students’ Reading Mastery Level
Teachers determine reading level required for mastery. A 70 percent
reading mastery level works well because students will see many of the
same words again in further lessons.

Students’ Extended Reading
Students participate in extended reading with books of their interests while
using the program to reinforce reading skills.

Using the Program

Teacher Instructions, Lessons 1 Through 12
The program is easy to use because all twelve lessons have the same
structure.  Becoming familiar with lesson 1 structure is all that is necessary
to teach all twelve lessons.
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Lesson 1

For the Teacher:

For each student, duplicate and staple lesson pages 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 to
make the lesson 1 packet.  (When you are ready to start lesson 1, give a
lesson packet to each student.)

Pages 1 and 2 (Word Recognition, Phrasing, and
Expression)

Pages 1 and 2 develop word recognition, phrasing, and expression, all
important to reading comprehension. They provide students with a reading
model that moves them away from word-by-word reading to reading in
meaningful phrases.

The pages have phrase-cued text. Phrase-cued text divides text according
to natural pauses that occur in and between sentences. Phrase breaks
help students who have difficulty grouping words that go together and
therefore lack rhythm and expression.  One slash (/) are in-sentence
phrase markers. Make a slight pause at each phrase marker. Two slashes
(//) are end-of-sentence markers. Pause slightly longer at two slashes.

Instruction 1. Discuss Title of the Passage, Horses. (Page 1)
Ask students what they think the passage will be about.  For example, the
first passage is about horses. Ask, “Can you tell me some things about
horses?”  (Discussing the passage title is important because it builds a
network of information that helps with comprehension and word
identification.) Have students draw a picture of a horse in the box at the
top of the page or paste a picture of a horse there.

Instruction 2. Read Entire Passage, Horses. (Pages 1 and 2)
While you are reading the passage, students follow along, moving their
writing hands under each word and touching the page. This is tracking.
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Tracking trains students’ eyes and hands to coordinate. It also insures that
students are looking at each word as it is read.

-For the first practice, read at a slow pace but not so slow as to lack
expression.  Reading with expression is important.  Make a slight pause at
each phrase marker.

-Do a second practice reading while reading at a normal pace and having
students track under the words.

(NOTE: If phrase markers cause student visual difficulty, have students use page 6
rather than pages 1 and 2. Page 6 is the passage without phrase markers.)

Instruction 3. Students Read Passage Parts and Passage.  (Pages 1
and 2)

Have students read the passage or passage part with you. When students
have difficulty with words, you say the words and continue reading.
As you read together, students move their hands under the words.

(Students do not need to master the passage now because they will be
doing added activities to help them read the passages.)

PAGE 3, PART 1

Instruction 1. Read passage part in the box with students.

Instruction 2. Multisyllable Words. Students write multisyllable words
on the lines.

Instruction 3. Rhyming Words. Students write rhyming word pairs.
(Rhyming words are words that have the same ending sounds.) When
completed, read multisyllable words and rhyming word pairs with students.
Continue with the rest of the passage part activities for pages 3 and 4
in same way as part 1.
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PAGE 5 (TIMED READING)

Timed reading improves reading speed. If decoding is slow, not automatic,
students have difficulties comprehending what they read.

Instruction 1. Passage Reading Practice
Before timing, you and all students read the passage together. Students
track under words and read along with you as you read with expression at
a normal reading pace. If students need additional practice, they read to
themselves or to partners.

Instruction 2. Timed Reading
Individually, students read as many words in the passage as they can in
two minutes, to you, aloud softly to themselves, or to student partners.  If
students finish reading, they start again at beginning and add to the total
number of words they have already read. (For some students, timing for
one minute works better.) Subtract one point for each missed word. If
students make mistakes, do not have them try to sound out the
words. Tell them the word and they continue reading.

After students complete timed reading, they write their scores on the lines
under Timed Reading. Their scores are made from number of words read
minus 1 point for each missed word. Have students do 3 one-minute
timed readings or 3 two- minute  timed readings. Between timings, ask
students to look over the selection, reread it, and practice words that
caused difficulty. Students circle their best scores. Students gain reading
skills, and also enjoy timed readings. Repeat previous timed readings for
students to improve their scores. Making graphs of their timed reading
scores motivates students. Graph masters are on pages 8 and 9.
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PAGE 6 (READING WITH EXPRESSION)

Reading with expression is important for developing comprehension of a
passage.

Use pages 1 and 2, Phrase-Cued Text, for the first passage practice.
Students track under the words and read along with you as you read with
expression at a normal reading pace.

Use page 6, Regular Text. Students track under words and read along
with you as you read with expression at a normal reading pace. If students
need additional practice, they read to themselves or to student partners.
Listen to as many students’ expressive readings as possible. Do not
require students to read to the class unless they volunteer.  For
comprehension development, ask students questions about the passages
and discuss the passages.
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REPEATED READING GRAPH (Graph 1)
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REPEATED READING GRAPH (Graph 2)
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Horses
People love horses.// There

are different / kinds of horses.//

There are / huge draft horses.//

They are over / 7 feet tall.//

There are / small horses.//

Some / are called ponies.//

One kind / is smaller than /

most dogs.//

Once,/ horses were used / for

work on farms.// They pulled

plows / and farm carts.// Now,/

tractors are used / for most

farm work.// In some places /

horses still / are used for

work.// But today,/ horses are

used / mostly for / trail-riding,/

showing,/ and more.//

LESSON 1

Phrase-Cued Text
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Horses (continued)

Here are / some interesting facts /

about horses.// They can sleep /

lying down.// They can sleep /

standing up.// Horses gallop / at

about / 27 miles per hour.// The

fastest speed / of a horse / is 55 /

miles per hour.// Horses eat /

grass,/ oats, / hay,/ and other

plants.//

Once,/ most horses / were wild.//

Wild horses / are called

mustangs.// The horse was / one

of the first / wild animals / to be

tamed.// Today,/ there are few /

wild horses.// Would you like / to

ride / a wild horse? // Or,/ would

you like / to ride / a tame horse? //

LESSON 1

Phrase-Cued Text
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People love horses.  There are different kinds of
horses. There are huge draft horses.  They are
over 7 feet tall.  There are small horses. Some
are called ponies.  One kind is smaller than most
dogs.

Write the words as one word.

dol lar dif fer ent small er

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. love – gl__ __ __ 2. there – wh__ __ __ 3. kind – f__ __ __

4. raft – dr__ __ __ 5. feet – m__ __ __ 6. tall – sm__ __ __

7. tall – c__ __ __ 8. one – d__ __ __ 9. most – p__ __ __

Once, horses were used for work on farms.  They
pulled plows and farm carts.  Now, tractors are
used for most farm work.  In some places horses
still are used for work.  But today, horses are
used mostly for trail-riding, showing, and more.

Write the words as one word.

trac tors to day show ing

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. use – f__ __ __ 2. farm– h__ __ __ 3. pull – f__ __ __

4. cow – pl__ __ 5. carts – p__ __ __ __ 6. race– pl__ __ __

7. tail – tr__ __ __ 8. show – gr__ __ 9. more – st__ __ __

PART 1

PART 2
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Here are some interesting facts about horses.
They can sleep lying down.  They can sleep
standing up.  Horses gallop at about 27 miles
per hour.  The fastest speed of a horse is 55
miles per hour.  Horses eat grass, oats, hay, and
other plants.

Write the words as one word.

in ter es ting ly ing stand ing
_____________ _____________ _____________

gal lop a bout fast est
_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. act – f__ __ __ 2. ant - pl__ __ __ 3. pass – gr__ __ __

4. land – st__ __ __ 5. fast – p__ __ __ 6. mile – f__ __ __

7. need – sp__ __ __ 8. deep – sl__ __ __ 9. out – a__ __ __ __

Once, most horses were wild.  Wild horses are
called mustangs. The horse was one of the first
wild animals to be tamed.  Today, there are few
wild horses.  Would you like to ride a wild horse?
Or, would you like to ride a tame horse?

Write the words as one word.

mus tangs an i mals
_____________ _____________

Write the rhyming word.

1. wild – m__ __ __ 2. tame – c__ __ __ 3. one – d__ __ __

4. call – t__ __ __ 5. few – n__ __ 6. there – wh__ __ __

7. first – th__ __ __ __ 8. would – c__ __ __ __ 9. could – sh__ __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Horses (1)

People love horses.  There are
different kinds of horses. There are
huge draft horses.  They are over
7 feet tall.  There are small horses.
Some are called ponies.  One kind
is smaller than most dogs.

Once, horses were used for work
on farms.  They pulled plows and
farm carts.  Now, tractors are used
for most farm work.  In some
places horses still are used for
work.  But today, horses are used
mostly for trail-riding, showing, and
more.

Here are some interesting facts
about horses. They can sleep
lying down.  They can sleep
standing up.  Horses gallop at
about 27 miles per hour.  The
fastest speed of a horse is 55
miles per hour.  Horses eat grass,
oats, hay, and other plants.

Once, most horses were wild.
Wild horses are called mustangs.
The horse was one of the first wild
animals to be tamed.  Today, there
are few wild horses.  Would you
like to ride a wild horse?  Or, would
you like to ride a tame horse?
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Horses
People love horses.  There are
different kinds of horses. There are
huge draft horses.  They are over
7 feet tall.  There are small horses.
Some are called ponies.  One kind
is smaller than most dogs!

Once, horses were used for work
on farms.  They pulled plows and
farm carts.  Now, tractors are used
for most farm work.  In some
places horses still are used for
work.  But today, horses are used
mostly for trail-riding, showing, and
more.

Here are some interesting facts
about horses.  They can sleep
lying down.  They can sleep
standing up.  Horses gallop at
about 27 miles per hour.  The
fastest speed of a horse is 55
miles per hour.  Horses eat grass,
oats, hay, and other plants.

Once, most horses were wild.
Wild horses are called mustangs.
The horse was one of the first wild
animals to be tamed.  Today, there
are few wild horses.  Would you
like to ride a wild horse?  Or, would
you like to ride a tame horse?

Reading with Expression
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Paper
The earth is / covered with

trees.// Many / of these trees /

supply us / with paper.// Paper

is made / in a paper mill.// Trees

are cut / into logs.// The logs are

taken / to paper mills.// Some

logs / are taken by truck / or by

railroad.// Some are floated /

down a river.//

At the mill,/ each log / is broken /

into wood chips.// The wood

chips / are ground into pulp.//

The pulp is fed / into a paper-

making machine.// Then,/ a

pump sprays / the paper pulp /

onto a moving / wire screen.//

The screen can travel / 60 miles

per hour.// That's fast paper! //

LESSON 2

Phrase-Cued Text
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Paper (continued)

Paper is one / of the most /

common uses of wood.// Think of

/ all the ways / we use paper /

every day.// There are

newspapers.// There are grocery

bags.// There are books.// There

are cardboard boxes.// The list

goes / on and on.//

Would you like / to help save /

36 million trees / a year?// Once

a week,/ all Americans could /

recycle their newspapers.//

Every 4 feet / of recycled paper /

saves one tree.//

LESSON 2

Phrase-Cued Text
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The earth is covered with trees.  Many of these trees
supply us with paper.  Paper is made in a paper mill.
Trees are cut into logs. The logs are taken to paper
mills. Some logs are taken by truck or by railroad.
Some are floated down a river.

Write the words as one word.

cov ered sup ply pa per
_____________ _____________ _____________

ta ken rail road riv er
_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. mill – f __ __ __ 2. truck – st __ __ __ 3. made – gr __ __ __

4. rail – tr __ __ __ 5. made – bl __ __ __ 6. road – l __ __ __

7. coat – fl __ __ __ 8. some – c __ __ __ 9. down – t __ __ __

At the mill, each log is broken into wood chips.
The wood chips are ground into pulp.  The pulp is
fed into a paper-making machine.  Then, a pump
sprays the paper pulp onto a moving wire screen.
The screen can travel 60 miles per hour. That's
fast paper!

Write the words as one word.
bro ken pa per ma king

_____________ _____________ _____________
ma chine mov ing trav el

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. win – th __ __ 2. will – f __ __ __ 3. fast – l __ __ __

4. pump – d __ __ __ 5. day – spr __ __ 6. each– t __ __ __ __

7. seen – scr __ __ __ 8. wood – g __ __ __ 9. round – gr __ __ __ __

PART 1

PART 2
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Paper is one of the most common uses of wood.
Think of all the ways we use paper every day.
There are newspapers.  There are grocery bags.
There are books.  There are cardboard boxes.  The
list goes on and on.

Write the words as one word.
pa per com mon ev er y

_____________ _____________ _____________
news pa per gro cer y card board

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. ink – th __ __ __ 2. box – f __ __ 3. use – f __ __ __

4. most – p __ __ __ 5. way – d __ __ 6. news – ch __ __ __

7. wood – g __ __ __ 8. book – l __ __ __ 9. Card – h __ __ __

Would you like to help save 36 million trees a year?
Once a week, all Americans could recycle their
newspapers.  Every 4 feet of recycled paper saves
one tree.

Write the words as one word.
mil lion A mer i cans re cy cle

_____________ _____________ _____________
news pa per ev er y pa per

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. like – sp __ __ __ 2. saves – c __ __ __ __ 3. tree – fr __ __

4. feet – sh __ __ __ 5. sees – tr __ __ __ 6. week – p __ __ __

7. could – w __ __ __ __ 8. would – sh __ __ __ __9. year – f __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Paper (2)

The earth is covered with trees.
Many of these trees supply us
with paper.  Paper is made in a
paper mill. Trees are cut into
logs. The logs are taken to paper
mills. Some logs are taken by
truck or by railroad.  Some are
floated down a river.

At the mill, each log is broken into
wood chips. The wood chips are
ground into pulp.  The pulp is fed
into a paper-making machine.
Then, a pump sprays the paper
pulp onto a moving wire screen.
The screen can travel 60 miles
per hour.  That's fast paper!

Paper is one of the most common
uses of wood. Think of all the
ways we use paper every day.
There are newspapers.  There are
grocery bags.  There are books.
There are cardboard boxes.  The
list goes on and on.

Would you like to help save 36
million trees a year?  Once a
week, all Americans could recycle
their newspapers.  Every 4 feet of
recycled paper saves one tree.
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Paper
The earth is covered with trees.
Many of these trees supply us with
paper.  Paper is made in a paper
mill. Trees are cut into logs. The
logs are taken to paper mills.
Some logs are taken by truck or by
railroad.  Some are floated down a
river.

At the mill, each log is broken into
wood chips. The wood chips are
ground into pulp.  The pulp is fed
into a paper-making machine.
Then, a pump sprays the paper
pulp onto a moving wire screen.
The screen can travel 60 miles per
hour.  That's fast paper!

Paper is one of the most common
uses of wood. Think of all the ways
we use paper every day.  There are
newspapers.  There are grocery
bags.  There are books.  There are
cardboard boxes.  The list goes on
and on.

Would you like to help save 36
million trees a year?  Once a week,
all Americans could recycle their
newspapers.  Every 4 feet of
recycled paper saves one tree.

Reading with Expression
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Giraffes

The giraffe / is the world's / tallest

animal.// Many giraffes / are over / 17

feet tall.// A giraffe / has long legs / and

a long neck.// This amazing animal /

sleeps only / 5 to 30 minutes / a day.//

The giraffe has / a 21 inch tongue.// It

can clean / its ears / with its own

tongue! //

The giraffe spends / much of its time /

eating.// The giraffe has / an

advantage.// It eats leaves / and fruit /

high in treetops.// These cannot / be

reached / by other animals.// A giraffe

is / a noisy eater.// It chews / with its

mouth open.// It often burps.//

LESSON 3

Phrase-Cued Text
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Giraffes (continued)

The baby giraffe / can stand / when

it is only / one hour old.// It is about

/ six feet tall / when it is born.// It

has to be / that tall / to get milk /

from its mother.// A baby giraffe /

can drink / a gallon of milk / in

about thirty seconds!//

Being tall / and having good

eyesight / helps giraffes.// They

can see / and care / for each

other.// Giraffes can see / up to / a

mile away// When in danger,/ they

can kick / with their front legs.// But

giraffes are mostly / gentle giants.//

Phrase-Cued Text

LESSON 3
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The giraffe is the world's tallest animal.  Many
giraffes are over 17 feet tall.  A giraffe has long
legs and a long neck. This amazing animal sleeps
only 5 to 30 minutes a day.  The giraffe has a 21
inch tongue.  It can clean its ears with its own
tongue!

Write the words as one word.

gir affe tall est an i mal a ma zing
_________ __________      __________ ____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. legs – b__ __ __ 2. neck – d__ __ __ 3. inch – p__ __ __ __

4. feet – m__ __ __ 5. deep – sl__ __ __ 6. bean – cl__ __ __

7. long – str__ __ __ 8. tall – c__ __ __ 9. over – cl__ __ __ __

The giraffe spends much of its time eating. The
giraffe has an advantage.  It eats leaves and fruit
high in treetops.  These cannot be reached by
other animals.  A giraffe is a noisy eater.  It chews
with its mouth open.  It often burps.

Write the words as one word.
gir affe eat ing ad van tage

_____________ _____________ _____________
tree tops noi sy eat er o pen

__________ __________ __________        __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. much – s__ __ __ 2. send – sp__ __ __  3. time – d__ __ __

4. eat – s__ __ __ 5. eat – wh__ __ __     6. each – r__ __ __ __

7. tree – thr__ __ 8. chew – st__ __ 9. leave – w__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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The baby giraffe can stand when it is only one hour
old.  It is about six feet tall when it is born.  It has to
be that tall to get milk from its mother.  A baby giraffe
can drink a gallon of milk in about thirty seconds!

Write the words as one word.
ba by gir affe a bout

_____________ _____________ _____________
mo ther gal lon thir ty sec onds

__________ __________ __________        __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. and – st__ __ __ 2. six – f__ __ 3. when – th__ __

4. drink – th__ __ __          5. feet – gr__ __ __ 6. old – c__ __ __

7. tall – sm__ __ __ 8. born – c__ __ __ 9. out – ab__ __ __

Being tall and having good eyesight helps giraffes.
They can see and care for each other.  Giraffes can
see up to a mile away.  When in danger, they can kick
with their front legs. But giraffes are mostly gentle
giants.

Write the words as one word.

be ing hav ing eye sight gir affe
__________ __________ __________        __________

oth er dan ger gen tle gi ants
__________ __________ __________        __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. hunt – gr__ __ __ 2. mile – t__ __ __ 3. dream – scr__ __ __

4. each – t__ __ __ __ 5. tall – m__ __ __ 6. good – st__ __ __

7. core – st__ __ __ 8. most – p__ __ __ 9. light – r__ __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Giraffes (3)

The giraffe is the world's tallest
animal.  Many giraffes are over 17
feet tall. A giraffe has long legs
and a long neck. This amazing
animal sleeps only 5 to 30 minutes
a day! The giraffe has a 21 inch
tongue.  It can clean its ears with
its own tongue!

The giraffe spends much of its time
eating. The giraffe has an
advantage. It eats leaves and fruit
high in treetops.  These cannot be
reached by other animals.  A
giraffe is a noisy eater.  It chews
with its mouth open. It often burps.

The baby giraffe can stand when it
is only one hour old.  It is about six
feet tall when it is born.  It has to
be that tall to get milk from its
mother.  A baby giraffe can drink a
gallon of milk in about thirty
seconds!

Being tall and having good
eyesight helps giraffes. They can
see and care for each other.
Giraffes can see up to a mile
away. When in danger, they can
kick with their front legs. But
giraffes are mostly gentle giants.

TIMED
READING 6
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Giraffes

The giraffe is the world's tallest
animal.  Many giraffes are over 17
feet tall. A giraffe has long legs and
a long neck. This amazing animal
sleeps only 5 to 30 minutes a day!
The giraffe has a 21 inch tongue.  It
can clean its ears with its own
tongue!

The giraffe spends much of its time
eating. The giraffe has an
advantage.  It eats leaves and fruit
high in treetops.  These cannot be
reached by other animals.  A giraffe
is a noisy eater.  It chews with its
mouth open. It often burps.

The baby giraffe can stand when it
is only one hour old.  It is about six
feet tall when it is born.  It has to be
that tall to get milk from its mother.
A baby giraffe can drink a gallon of
milk in about thirty seconds!

Being tall and having good eyesight
helps giraffes.  They can see and
care for each other.  Giraffes can
see up to a mile away. When in
danger, they can kick with their front
legs.  But mostly, giraffes are gentle
giants.

Reading with Expression
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Giant Redwoods
Redwoods are the tallest trees / in the

world.// The tallest redwood tree /

stands 379 feet! // That is taller / than

a 20-story building! // The average

redwoods / live from 500 to 700

years. // But some trees / are over /

2,000 years old! // People from / all

over the world / know about / these

famous redwood trees.//

How do redwoods / get so large? //

They live / in an area / that is just right

/ for them to grow.// They are near /

the Pacific Ocean / in California and

Oregon.// There, / the climate is

perfect / for the trees.// The summers

are hot, / dry, / and warm.// Cool

winters / have light rain / and fog.//

LESSON 4

Phrase-Cued Text
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Giant Redwoods (continued)

Redwood trees / have thick bark.//

This helps them / with insects.// On

older trees / the bark may be / 2 feet

thick.// The thick bark / keeps

insects / from getting inside / the

tree. // The redwood bark / must be

very hot / to burn.// This protects the

tree / from fire damage.//

One of the most / popular places / to

see the redwoods is / the Avenue of

the Giants / in Northern California.//

The Avenue has 31 miles / of

redwood forests. // It is a beautiful

display / of the giant redwood trees.

// One of the redwoods / is 370 feet

tall.// If you go, / take time to picnic, /

camp, / hike, / swim, / or bike ride.//

LESSON 4

Phrase-Cued Text
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Redwoods are the tallest trees in the world.  The
tallest redwood tree stands 379 feet. That is taller
than a 20-story building!  The average redwoods
live from 500 to 700 years. But some trees are
over 2,000 years old!  People from all over the
world know about these famous redwood trees.

Write the words as one word.

red woods tall er tall est
_____________ _____________ _____________

stor y build ing
_________________ _________________

Write the rhyming word.

1. flat – th__ __ 2. plan – th__ __ 3. brand – st__ __ __

4. sees – tr__ __ __ 5. feet – str__ __ __ 6. taller – sm__ __ __ __ __

7. wood – st__ __ __   8. tall – sm__ __ __  9. tallest – sm__ __ __ __ __ __

How do redwoods get so large?  They live in an area
that is just right for them to grow.  They are near the
Pacific Ocean in California and Oregon.  There, the
climate is perfect for the trees.  The summers are hot,
dry, and warm.  Cool winters have light rain and fog.

Write the words as one word.
ar e a Pa cif ic o cean Cal i for ni a

_________        ________      ________     ___________
Or e gon sum mer win ter cli mate

_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. just – tr__ __ __ 2. rain– tr__ __ __ 3. right – s__ __ __ __

4. row – gr__ __ 5. dry – tr__ 6. large – ch__ __ __ __

7. fear – n__ __ __ 8. wood – st__ __ __ 9. sight – n__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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Redwood trees have thick bark.  This helps them
with insects.  On older trees the bark may be 2 feet
thick.  The thick bark keeps insects from getting
inside the tree.  The redwood bark must be very
hot to burn.  This protects the tree from fire
damage.

Write the words as one word.

red wood in sects e ven
_____________ _____________ _____________

in side pro tects dam age
_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. must – d__ __ __ 2. bees – tr__ __ __ 3. thick – tr__ __ __

4. keep – sh__ __ __   5. turn – b__ __ __  6. older – c__ __ __ __ __

7. fire – t__ __ __ 8. bark - sh__ __ __ 9. getting – l__ __ __ __ __ __

One of the most popular places to see the
redwoods is the Avenue of the Giants in Northern
California.  The Avenue has 31 miles of redwood
forests.  It is a beautiful display of the giant
redwood trees.  One of the redwoods is 370 feet
tall.   If you go, take time to picnic, camp, hike,
swim, or bike ride.

Write the words as one word.

pop u lar red woods Avenue Cal i for ni a
_________        ________      ________     ___________

for ests beau ti ful dis play gi ant
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. him – sw__ __ 2. camp – st__ __ __ 3. hike– b__ __ __
4. mile – wh__ __ __ 5. ride – h__ __ __ 6. race – pl__ __ __

7. bee – tr__ __ 8. feet - m__ __ __ 9. tall – b__ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Giant Redwoods (4)

Redwoods are the tallest trees in the world.
The tallest redwood tree stands 379 feet.
That is taller than a 20-story building!  The
average redwoods live from 500 to 700
years. But some trees are over 2,000
years old!  People from all over the world
know about these famous redwood trees.

How do redwoods get so large?  They live
in an area that is just right for them to
grow.  They are near the Pacific Ocean in
California and Oregon.  There, the climate
is perfect for the trees.  The summers are
hot, dry, and warm.  Cool winters have light
rain and fog.

Redwood trees have thick bark.  This helps
them with insects.  On older trees the bark
may be 2 feet thick.  The thick bark keeps
insects from getting inside the tree.  The
redwood bark must be very hot to burn.
This protects the tree from fire damage.

One of the most popular places to see the
redwoods is the Avenue of the Giants in
Northern California.  The Avenue has 31
miles of redwood forests.  It is a beautiful
display of the giant redwood trees.  One of
the redwoods is 370 feet tall. If you go, take
time to picnic, camp, hike, swim, or bike ride.
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Giant Redwoods
Redwoods are the tallest trees in the
world.  The tallest redwood tree stands
379 feet! That is taller than a 20-story
building!  The average redwoods live from
500 to 700 years. But some trees are
over 2,000 years old!  People from all
over the world know about these famous
redwood trees.

How do redwoods get so large?  They live
in an area that is just right for them to
grow.  They are near the Pacific Ocean in
California and Oregon. There, the climate
is perfect for the trees. The summers are
hot, dry, and warm.  The winters have
light rain, and fog.

Redwood trees have thick bark.  This
helps them with insects. On older trees
the bark may be 2 feet thick. The thick
bark keeps insects from getting inside the
tree.  The redwood bark must be very hot
to burn.  This protects the tree from fire
damage.

One of the most popular places to see the
redwoods is the Avenue of the Giants in
Northern California.  The Avenue has 31
miles of redwood forests.  It is a beautiful
display of the giant redwood trees.  One
of the redwoods is 370 feet tall. If you
go, take time to picnic, camp, hike, swim,
or bike ride.

Reading with Expression
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The Cheetah
The top speed / people have run / is

about / 25 miles per hour.// The

fastest dog,/ the greyhound, / reaches

a speed / of 40 miles per hour.//

Horses / have been timed / at 50

miles per hour.// But none of them /

can come close / to the world’s /

fastest runner,/ the cheetah.//

The cheetah / is known as / a swift

sprinter.// It may reach / speeds of 70

miles an hour / in just a few seconds.//

At its top speed, / a cheetah can run /

the 25 yard dash / in less than / one

second.// It can run / 100 yards,/ the

length of / a football field,/ in under

four seconds! //

LESSON 5
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The Cheetah (continued)

The cheetah’s body shape / is just

right / for the fastest / land animal.// It

has / a small head. It has / a long

slender body / and long / slim legs.//

A long stride / helps the cheetah / run

fast.// This is possible / because of / a

flexible spine.// While the spine /

bends upward,/ the cheetah’s hind

legs / reach ahead / of its front legs.//

This swift / jungle cat / lives in Asia /

and Africa.// It is found / in the grass /

and bush areas.// It may / also be seen

/ in the mountains.// Cheetahs are / the

only big cat / that cannot roar.// They

can purr / like a cat.//

LESSON 5

Phrase-Cued Text
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The top speed people have run is about 25 miles
per hour. The fastest dog, the greyhound, reaches
a speed of 40 miles per hour. Horses have been
timed at 50 miles per hour. But none of them can
come close to the world’s fastest runner, the
cheetah.

Write the words as one word.

fast est grey hound run ner chee tah

_________ _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. fast – l__ __ __ 2. time – d__ __ __ 3. mile – wh__ __ __

4. seed – sp__ __ __ 5. reach – p__ __ __ __ 6. out – a__ __ __ __

7. hour – s__ __ __ 8. hound – f__ __ __ __ 9. one – n__ __ __

The cheetah is known as a swift sprinter.  It may reach
speeds of 70 miles an hour in just a few seconds.  At
its top speed, a cheetah can run the 25 yard dash in
less than one second.  It can run 100 yards, the length
of a football field, in under four seconds!

Write the words as one word.

chee tah sprint er sec onds foot ball

_________ ________ ________ _________
Write the rhyming word.

1. lift – sw__ __ __ 2. mint – spr__ __ __   3. ash – d__ __ __

4. own – kn__ __ __ 5. reach – t__ __ __ __ 6. length– str__ __ __ __ __

7. weed – sp__ __ __ 8. yard – c__ __ __ 9. field – y__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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The cheetah’s body shape is just right for the fastest
land animal. It has a small head. It has a long slender
body and long slim legs.  A long stride helps the
cheetah run fast.  This is possible because of a
flexible spine.  While the spine bends upward, the
cheetah’s hind legs reach ahead of its front legs.

Write the words as one word.

chee tah fast est an i mal slen der

_________ _________ _________ __________
pos si ble be cause flex i ble up ward

_________ _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. slim – tr__ __ 2. fine – sp__ __ __ 3. ape – sh__ __ __

4. ride – str__ __ __ 5. right – l__ __ __ __ 6. reach – b__ __ __ __

7. read – ah__ __ __ 8. call – sm__ __ __ 9. long – str__ __ __

This swift jungle cat lives in Asia and Africa.  It is
found in the grass and bush areas.  It may also be
seen in the mountains. Cheetahs are the only big cat
that cannot roar. They can purr like a cat.

Write the words as one word.

A sia Af ri ca ar e as moun tains
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. lift – sw__ __ __ 2. swift – dr__ __ __ 3. grass – cl__ __ __

4. bush – p__ __ __ 5. day – m__ __ 6. may – st__ __

7. oar – r__ __ __ 8. loud – cl__ __ __ 9. found – r__ __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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The Cheetah (5)

The top speed people have run is about 25
miles per hour. The fastest dog, the
greyhound, reaches a speed of 40 miles per
hour. Horses have been timed at 50 miles
per hour. But none of them can come close
to the world’s fastest runner, the cheetah.

The cheetah is known as a swift sprinter.  It
may reach speeds of 70 miles an hour in
just a few seconds.  At its top speed, a
cheetah can run the 25 yard dash in less
than one second.  It can run 100 yards, the
length of a football field, in under four
seconds!

The cheetah’s body shape is just right for
the fastest land animal. It has a small head.
It has a long slender body and long slim
legs.  A long stride helps the cheetah run
fast.  This is possible because of a flexible
spine.  While the spine bends upward, the
cheetah’s hind legs reach ahead of its front
legs.

This swift jungle cat lives in Asia and Africa.
It is found in the grass and bush areas.
It may also be seen in the mountains.
Cheetahs are the only big cat that cannot
roar. They can purr like a cat.
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The Cheetah
The top speed people have run is about 25
miles per hour. The fastest dog, the
greyhound, reaches a speed of 40 miles per
hour. Horses have been timed at 50 miles
per hour. But none of them can come close
to the world’s fastest runner, the cheetah.

The cheetah is known as a swift sprinter.  It
may reach speeds of 70 miles an hour in
just a few seconds.  At its top speed, a
cheetah can run the 25 yard dash in less
than one second.  It can run 100 yards, the
length of a football field, in under four
seconds!

The cheetah’s body shape is just right for
the fastest land animal. It has a small head.
It has a long slender body and long slim
legs.  A long stride helps the cheetah run
fast.  This is possible because of a flexible
spine.  While the spine bends upward, the
cheetah’s hind legs reach ahead of its front
legs.

This swift jungle cat lives in Asia and Africa.
It is found in the grass and bush areas.
It may also be seen in the mountains.
Cheetahs are the only big cat that cannot
roar. They can purr like a cat.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Trash is anything / people

throw away.// Americans throw

away / billions of bottles / and

cans / every year.// Most

Americans make / about 1500

pounds / of trash every year.//

How can you help make less

trash? // Think about three r’s:

/ reduce,/ reuse,/ and recycle.//

You can reduce / the things /

that you use.// Buy only what

you need. // Use all / of what

you buy.// Be smart / when you

buy.// Reduce can start / at the

supermarket.// Buy as many

things / as you can / that will

not / have to be thrown away.//

LESSON 6

Phrase-Cued Text
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (continued)

You can reuse / the things / that you

buy.// When you go / to the

supermarket,/ always bring / your own

bag / to reuse.// If you are buying / only a

few things, / just carry them.// Once you

no longer / use things / such as books,/

clothes,/ or games,/ pass them on.//

Someone else / can use / and enjoy

them.//

You can recycle / your trash / so that / it

can be used again.// Things like glass /

and plastic bottles,/ cans,/ and

newspapers / can be recycled.// Things

made from / recycled materials / can be

used / to make other things.// And they

take / far less energy / to make.// Let’s all

reduce,/ reuse,/ and recycle! //

LESSON 6

Phrase-Cued Text
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Trash is anything people throw away. Americans
throw away billions of bottles and cans every year.
Most Americans make about 1500 pounds of trash
each year.  How can you help make less trash?
Think about three r’s: reduce, reuse, and recycle.

Write the words as one word.
an y thing peo ple A mer i cans bil lions

_________ _________ _________ __________
bot tles re duce re use re cy cle

_________ _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. ink – th__ __ __ 2. cash – tr__ __ __ 3. use – f__ __ __

4. free – thr__ __ 5. row – thr__ __ 6. grow – thr__ __

7. out – ab__ __ __ 8. year – f__ __ __ 9. pound – f__ __ __ __

You can reduce the things that you use.  Buy only
what you need.  Use all of what you buy.  Be smart
when you buy.  Reduce can start at the supermarket.
Buy as many things as you can that will not have to
be thrown away.

Write the words as one word.
re duce su per mark et a way

_____________ _____________ _____________

1. sing – th__ __ __ 2. slow – thr__ __ 3. need – f__ __ __

4. art – st__ __ __ 5. smart – ch__ __ __ 6. stay – aw__ __

7. use – f__ __ __ 8. all – f__ __ __ 9. tall – sm__ __ __

PART 2

PART 1

Phrase-Cued Text
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You can reuse the things that you buy.  When you
go to the supermarket, always bring your own bag
to reuse.  If you are buying only a few things, just
carry them. Once you no longer use things such as
books, clothes, or games, pass them on.  Someone
else can use and enjoy them.

Write the words as one word.
su per mark et al ways re use buy ing
_________ _________ _________ __________

car ry long er some one en joy
_________ _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. trash – cr__ __ __ 2. thing – br__ __ __ 3. thing – str__ __ __

4. strong – wr__ __ __ 5. long – str__ __ __ 6. own – kn__ __ __

7. mark – p__ __ __ 8. mark – d__ __ __ 9. game – n__ __ __

You can recycle your trash so that it can be used
again.  Things like glass and plastic bottles, cans,
and newspapers can be recycled.  Things made
from recycled materials can be used to make
other things.  And they take far less energy to
make.  Let’s all reduce, reuse, and recycle!

Write the words as one word.
re cy cle a gain plas tic bot tles

_________ _________ _________ __________
news pa pers ma ter i als en er gy re duce
_________ _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. cash – tr__ __ __ 2. made – sh__ __ __ 3. make – r__ __ __

4. use – f__ __ __ 5. few – ch__ __ 6. book – sh__ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (6)

Trash is anything people throw away.
Americans throw away billions of bottles
and cans every year.  Most Americans
make about 1500 pounds of trash every
year.  How can you help make less trash?
Think about three r’s: reduce, reuse, and
recycle.

You can reduce the things that you use.
Buy only what you need.  Use all of
what you buy.  Be smart when you buy.
Reduce can start at the supermarket.
Buy as many things as you can that will
not have to be thrown away.

You can reuse the things that you buy.
When you go to the supermarket,
always bring your own bag to reuse.  If
you are buying only a few things, just
carry them. Once you no longer use
things such as books, clothes, or
games, pass them on.  Someone else
can use and enjoy them.

You can recycle your trash so that it can
be used again.  Things like glass and
plastic bottles, cans, and newspapers
can be recycled.  Things made from
recycled materials can be used to make
other things.  And they take far less
energy to make.  Let’s all reduce, reuse,
and recycle!
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Trash is anything people throw away.
Americans throw away billions of bottles
and cans every year.  Most Americans
make about 1500 pounds of trash each
year.  How can you help make less trash?
Think about three r’s: reduce, reuse, and
recycle.

You can reduce the things that you use.
Buy only what you need.  Use all of what
you buy.  Be smart when you buy.
Reduce can start at the supermarket.
Buy as many things as you can that will
not have to be thrown away.

You can reuse the things that you buy.
When you go to the supermarket, always
bring your own bag to reuse.  If you are
buying only a few things, just carry them.
Once you no longer use things such as
books, clothes, or games, pass them on.
Someone else can use and enjoy them.

You can recycle your trash so that it can
be used again.  Things like glass and
plastic bottles, cans, and newspapers can
be recycled.  Things made from recycled
materials can be used to make other
things.  And they take far less energy to
make.  Let’s all reduce, reuse, and
recycle!

Reading with Expression
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African Elephants

African elephants / are the

largest / land animals.// They

live / in the forests / and bush

of Africa.// Every day they eat

/ up to 350 pounds / of food.//

They eat fruit,/ leaves,/ roots,/

tree bark,/ and grass. // Male

African elephants / grow to 10

feet tall! //

Elephants live / in families.//

When a baby elephant / is

born,/ the elephants / make a

circle / around the mother.//

This is to / protect the baby /

from harm. // Baby elephants

/ weigh over 220 pounds! //

LESSON 7

Phrase-Cued Text
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African Elephants (continued)

An elephant / uses its trunk / to

gather food / and guide its

young.// It also uses it for

drinking.// It sucks / the water /

into its trunk.// Then it squirts it

/ into its mouth.// Elephants

can swim.// They use their

trunks / to breathe,/ like

snorkels,/ in deep water! //

The elephants' ears / may be /

six feet long.// They use / their

ears / to cool themselves. //

They flap their ears / to make a

cool breeze.// African

elephants / are amazing

animals.// Have you / ever

seen one? //

LESSON 7

Phrase-Cued Text
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African elephants are the largest land animals.
They live in the forests and bush of Africa.  Every
day they eat up to 350 pounds of food.  They eat
fruit, leaves, roots, tree bark, and grass.  Male
African elephants grow to 10 feet tall!

Write the words as one word.

Af ri can el e phants lar gest
_____________ _____________ _____________

an i mals for ests Af ri ca

_____________ _____________ _____________

Write the rhyming word.

1. land – st__ __ __ 2. bush – p__ __ __ 3. live – g__ __ __

4. eat – tr__ __ __           5. feet – sh__ __ __ 6. bark – sh__ __ __

7. large – ch__ __ __ __ 8. grow – th__ __ __       9. roots – b__ __ __ __

Elephants live in families. When a baby elephant
is born, the elephants make a circle around the
mother.  This is to protect the baby from harm.
Baby elephants weigh over 220 pounds!

Write the words as one word.
el e phant fam i lies cir cle

_____________ _____________ _____________
a round moth er pro tect

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. when – th__ __   2. sound – p__ __ __ __ 3. found – a__ __ __ __ __

4. born – th__ __ __  5. harm – ch__ __ __   6. other – m__ __ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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An elephant uses its trunk to gather food and
guide its young.  It also uses it for drinking.  It
sucks the water into its trunk. Then it squirts it
into its mouth.  Elephants can swim. They use
their trunks to breathe, like snorkels, in deep
water!

Write the words as one word.

el e phant gath er drink ing
_____________ _____________ _____________

u ses snor kel wa ter
_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. suck – tr__ __ __ 2. trunk – sk__ __ __ 3. guide – w__ __ __

4. use – f__ __ __          5. deep – st__ __ __      6. food – m__ __ __

7. swim – tr__ __ 8. mouth – s__ __ __ __ 9. out – spr__ __ __

The elephants' ears may be six feet long. They
use their ears to cool themselves.  They flap
their ears to make a cool breeze. African
elephants are amazing animals. Have you ever
seen one?

Write the words as one word.

el e phants them selves Af ri can a maz ing

_________        _________ _________ __________
Write the rhyming word.

1. flap – tr__ __ 2. make – l__ __ __    3. long – str__ __ __

4. use – f__ __ __ 5. feet – m__ __ __ 6. may – aw__ __

7. breeze – sn__ __ __ __  8. ears – t__ __ __ __ 9. cool – sch__ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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African Elephants (7)

African elephants are the largest
land animals.  They live in the
forests and bush of Africa.  Every
day they eat up to 350 pounds of
food.  They eat fruit, leaves,
roots, tree bark, and grass.  Male
African elephants grow to 10 feet
tall!

Elephants live in families. When
a baby elephant is born, the
elephants make a circle around
the mother.  This is to protect the
baby from harm. Baby elephants
weigh over 220 pounds!

An elephant uses its trunk to
gather food and guide its young.
It also uses it for drinking.  It
sucks the water into its trunk.
Then it squirts it into its mouth.
Elephants can swim. They use
their trunks to breathe, like
snorkels, in deep water!

The elephants' ears may be six
feet long. They use their ears to
cool themselves.  They flap their
ears to make a cool breeze.
African elephants are amazing
animals. Have you ever seen
one?
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African Elephants

African elephants are the largest
land animals.  They live in the
forests and bush of Africa.  Every
day they eat up to 350 pounds of
food.  They eat fruit, leaves,
roots, tree bark, and grass.  Male
African elephants grow to 10 feet
tall!

Elephants live in families. When
a baby elephant is born, the
elephants make a circle around
the mother.  This is to protect the
baby from harm. Baby elephants
weigh over 220 pounds!

An elephant uses its trunk to
gather food and guide its young.
It also uses it for drinking.  It
sucks the water into its trunk.
Then it squirts it into its mouth.
Elephants can swim. They use
their trunks to breathe, like
snorkels, in deep water!

The elephants' ears may be six
feet long. They use their ears to
cool themselves.  They flap their
ears to make a cool breeze.
African elephants are amazing
animals. Have you ever seen
one?
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The Painted Desert
The Painted Desert / is in

Arizona.// The desert is called /

the Painted Desert / because it

has / colored rocks.// The rocks /

look as if / they were painted.// In

the Painted Desert,/ the colored

rocks / are seen / on the cliffs / and

the hills.//

The rock colors / in the Painted

Desert / are red,/ yellow,/ blue,/

white,/ and lavender.//

Sometimes,/ the air glows / with a

pink mist.// At other times,/ the

desert dust / looks purple.// In the

evenings,/ the sun sets / in the

Painted Desert.// The sunset joins

/ the colored rocks.// They make /

a beautiful show / of colors.//

LESSON 8

Phrase-Cued Text
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The Painted Desert (continued)

The Painted Desert / covers over 160

miles.// It is the home / of many

desert / plants and animals.// Some

of the plants / are desert grasses.//

Other plants are wildflowers.// And

there are trees.// Some of the

animals / are rabbits and snakes.//

And there are birds,/ the most well-

known / being the raven.//

Many visitors come / to the Painted

Desert.// They enjoy / the colorful

desert / and its plants and animals.//

They stop / and take pictures.// And

they stop / at a gift shop / that sells

postcards / and other things / for

remembering / the Painted Desert.//

Would you like / to visit / the Painted

Desert? //

LESSON 8

Phrase-Cued Text
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The Painted Desert is in Arizona.  The desert is
called the Painted Desert because it has colored
rocks.  The rocks look as if they were painted. In
the Painted Desert, the colored rocks are seen on
the cliffs and the hills.

Write the words as one word.

des ert Arizona because color
_________        ________      ________     ___________

Write the rhyming word.

1. rocks – l__ __ __ __   2. socks – r__ __ __ __   3. cliff – st__ __ __

4. hills – f__ __ __ __ 5. pills – h__ __ __ __ 6. paint – f__ __ __ __

7. call – st__ __ __ 8. looks – h__ __ __ __ 9. books – l__ __ __ __

The rock colors in the Painted Desert are red, yellow,
blue, white, and lavender. Sometimes, the air glows
with a pink mist. At other times, the desert dust looks
purple. In the evenings, the sun sets in the Painted
Desert.  The sunset joins the colored rocks. They
make a beautiful show of colors.

Write the words as one word.
yel low some times oth er la ven der

_________        ________      ________     ___________
pur ple eve nings sun set beau ti ful

_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. dust – r__ __ __ 2. mist – wr__ __ __  3. pink – s__ __ __

4. kite – wh__ __ __ 5. time – d__ __ __   6. make – l__ __ __

7. glow – sh__ __ 8. air – ch__ __ __ 9. join – c__ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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The Painted Desert covers over 160 miles. It is the
home of many desert plants and animals.  Some of
the plants are desert grasses.  Other plants are
wildflowers.  And there are trees.  Some of the
animals are rabbits and snakes.  And there are birds,
the most well-known being the raven.

Write the words as one word.

cov ers an i mals rab bits wild flow ers
_________        ________      ________     ___________

Write the rhyming word.

1. well – s__ __ __ 2. ant – pl__ __ __ 3. grass – gl__ __ __

4. mile – wh__ __ __      5. snake – sh__ __ __ 6. wild – m__ __ __

7. know – gr__ __ 8. bird – th__ __ __ 9. there – wh__ __ __

Many visitors come to the Painted Desert.  They
enjoy the colorful desert and its plants and animals.
They stop and take pictures. And they stop at a gift
shop that sells postcards and other things for
remembering the Painted Desert.  Would you like to
visit the Painted Desert?

Write the words as one word.

vis i tors des ert en joy col or ful
_________        ________      ________     ___________

pic tures post cards vis it re mem ber ing
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. stop – sh__ __ 2. ant – pl__ __ __        3. gift – l__ __ __

4. sing – th__ __ __ 5. take – c__ __ __ 6. paint – f__ __ __ __

7. would – c__ __ __ __    8. could – sh__ __ __ __ 9. joy – ann__ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Painted Desert (8)

The Painted Desert is in Arizona.  The
desert is called the Painted Desert
because it has colored rocks.  The rocks
look as if they were painted. In the
Painted Desert, the colored rocks are
seen on the cliffs and the hills.

The rock colors in the Painted Desert are
red, yellow, blue, white, and lavender.
Sometimes, the air glows with a pink mist.
At other times, the desert dust looks

purple. In the evenings, the sun sets in
the Painted Desert.  The sunset joins the
colored rocks. They make a beautiful
show of colors.

The Painted Desert covers over 160
miles. It is the home of many desert
plants and animals.  Some of the plants
are desert grasses.  Other plants are
wildflowers.  And there are trees.  Some
of the animals are rabbits and snakes.
And there are birds, the most well-known
being the raven.

Many visitors come to the Painted Desert.
They enjoy the colorful desert and its
plants and animals.  They stop and take
pictures. And they stop at a gift shop that
sells postcards and other things for
remembering the Painted Desert.  Would
you like to visit the Painted Desert?
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The Painted Desert
The Painted Desert is in Arizona.  The
desert is called the Painted Desert
because it has colored rocks.  The rocks
look as if they were painted. In the
Painted Desert, the colored rocks are
seen on the cliffs and the hills.

The rock colors in the Painted Desert are
red, yellow, blue, white, and lavender.
Sometimes, the air glows with a pink mist.
At other times, the desert dust looks

purple. In the evenings, the sun sets in
the Painted Desert.  The sunset joins the
colored rocks. They make a beautiful
show of colors.

The Painted Desert covers over 160
miles. It is the home of many desert
plants and animals.  Some of the plants
are desert grasses.  Other plants are
wildflowers.  And there are trees.  Some
of the animals are rabbits and snakes.
And there are birds, the most well-known
being the raven.

Many visitors come to the Painted Desert.
They enjoy the colorful desert and its
plants and animals.  They stop and take
pictures. And they stop at a gift shop that
sells postcards and other things for
remembering the Painted Desert.  Would
you like to visit the Painted Desert?

Reading with Expression
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The Space Shuttle
The space shuttle / is like a plane /

that can travel / into space.// It

takes off / like a rocket.// It orbits /

like a spacecraft.// And it lands /

like a plane.// It takes only / 8

minutes / for the Space Shuttle / to

reach a speed / of more than /

17,000 miles per hour.//

The launch / of the first space

shuttle / was in 1981.// It showed

that / a reusable vehicle / could go

into space.// The Space Shuttle /

was difficult to build.// It took many

people / with many ideas.// The

result / of their work / was a major

step forward / in space

exploration.//

LESSON 9

Phrase-Cued Text
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The Space Shuttle (continued)

When the shuttle spacecraft / lifts

off,/ it has a fuel tank / and two

rocket boosters.// Large,/ heavy

spacecraft / need powerful rocket

boosters / to launch them.// The

rocket boosters / and fuel tank /

drop off / soon after takeoff.//

Then, / like the spacecraft,/ they

are used again.//

Space shuttles / have been used /

for many important jobs.// They

get information / about the earth,/

the stars,/ and more.// They also

perform experiments / on plants,/

animals,/ and themselves.// Some

space shuttles / take supplies / to

space stations.//

LESSON 9

Phrase-Cued Text
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The space shuttle is like a plane that can travel into
space. It takes off like a rocket.  It orbits like a
spacecraft.  And it lands like a plane. It takes only 8
minutes for the space shuttle to reach a speed of
more than 17,000 miles per hour.

Write the words as one word.

shut tle trav el rock et o ver

_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. land – st__ __ __ 2. mile – wh__ __ __ 3. take – b__ __ __

4. lane – pl__ __ __ 5. race – sp__ __ __ 6. rocket – p__ __ __ __ __

7. need – sp__ __ __ 8. teach – r__ __ __ __  9. over – cl__ __ __ __

The launch of the first space shuttle was in 1981. It
showed that a reusable vehicle could go into space.
The space shuttle was difficult to build. It took many
people with many ideas. The result of their work was
a major step forward in space exploration.

Write the words as one word.
shut tle re u sa ble ve hi cle

_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. ace – r__ __ __ 2. race – sp__ __ __ 3. use – f__ __ __

4. row – thr__ __ 5. rowed – sh__ __ __ __ 6. first – th__ __ __ __

7. would – c__ __ __ __ 8. could – s__ __ __ __ __ 9. able – t__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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When the shuttle spacecraft lifts off, it has a fuel
tank and two rocket boosters. Large, heavy
spacecraft need powerful rocket boosters to launch
them.  The rocket boosters and fuel tank drop off
soon after takeoff. Then, like the spacecraft, they
are used again.

Write the words as one word.

shut tle space craft rock et
_____________ _____________ _____________

boost ers pow er ful take off
_____________ _____________ _____________
Write the rhyming word.

1. cut – sh__ __ 2. drop – cr__ __ 3. raft – cr__ __ __

4. tank – b__ __ __        5. ace – sp__ __ __ 6. use – f__ __ __

7. need – f__ __ __ 8. soon – m__ __ __     9. large – ch__ __ __ __

Space shuttles have been used for many
important jobs.  They get information about the
earth, the stars, and more. They also perform
experiments on plants, animals, and
themselves. Some space shuttles take
supplies to space stations.

Write the words as one word.
shut tles im por tant in for ma tion ex per i ment

_________        ________      ________     ___________
an i mals them selves sup plies sta tions

_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. ant – pl__ __ __ 2. race – sp__ __ __    3. take – sh__ __ __

4. far – st__ __ 5. out – ab__ __ __ 6. more – sh__ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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The Space Shuttle (9)

The space shuttle is like a plane that
can travel into space. It takes off like a
rocket.  It orbits like a spacecraft.  And
it lands like a plane. It takes only 8
minutes for the space shuttle to reach
a speed of more than 17,000 miles per
hour.

The launch of the first space shuttle
was in 1981. It showed that a reusable
vehicle could go into space..The space
shuttle was difficult to build.  It took
many people with many ideas. The
result of their work was a major step
forward in space exploration.

When the shuttle spacecraft lifts off, it
has a fuel tank and two rocket
boosters. Large, heavy spacecraft
need powerful rocket boosters to
launch them.  The rocket boosters and
fuel tank drop off soon after takeoff.
Then, like the spacecraft, they are
used again.

Space shuttles have been used for
many important jobs. They get
information about the earth, the stars,
and more. They also perform
experiments on plants, animals, and
themselves. Some space shuttles take
supplies to space stations.
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The Space Shuttle
The space shuttle is like a plane that
can travel into space. It takes off like a
rocket.  It orbits like a spacecraft.  And
it lands like a plane. It takes only 8
minutes for the space shuttle to reach
a speed of more than 17,000 miles per
hour.

The launch of the first space shuttle
was in 1981. It showed that a reusable
vehicle could go into space..The space
shuttle was difficult to build.  It took
many people with many ideas. The
result of their work was a major step
forward in space exploration.

When the shuttle spacecraft lifts off, it
has a fuel tank and two rocket
boosters. Large, heavy spacecraft
need powerful rocket boosters to
launch them.  The rocket boosters and
fuel tank drop off soon after takeoff.
Then, like the spacecraft, they are
used again.

Space shuttles have been used for
many important jobs. They get
information about the earth, the stars,
and more. They also perform
experiments on plants, animals, and
themselves. Some space shuttles take
supplies to space stations.

Reading with Expression
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Trains
Trains have passenger cars / and

freight cars.// Trains are pulled /

along steel tracks / by engines. // At

first,/ horses pulled wagons / along

metal tracks / at mines and factories.//

Later,/ this work was done / by train

engines.// The engines / reduced the

work / of horses. // Early trains /

connected people and goods / with

other parts / of the country.//

In the second half / of the 1900’s,/

United States railroads / began to

lose money. // With improved roads,/

most freight was delivered / by

trucks.// Railroads could not deliver /

directly to stores / and warehouses.//

Many passengers / left the railroads /

for the airlines.//

LESSON 10

Phrase-Cued Text
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Trains (continued)

The United States / now is promoting /

more train use.// Countries such as /

Japan,/ China,/ and France / have

advanced train use.// Trains in Japan /

are among the fastest / in the world.

Their bullet train / can travel at speeds /

up to / 186 miles per hour.// The bullet

train / gets its name / from its rounded

nose.// It has the shape / of a bullet.//

Railroads are friendly / to the

environment.// It takes less energy / to

carry passengers / and freight by train.//

Railroads need less room / than four-

lane highways.// There are fewer scars /

on the landscape.// Let's include trains /

in our transportation plans.// Let's ride

the rails again! //

LESSON 10

Phrase-Cued Text
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Trains have passenger cars and freight cars. Trains are
pulled along steel tracks by engines. At first, horses pulled
wagons along metal tracks at mines and factories. Later, this
work was done by train engines.  The engines reduced the
work of horses. Early trains connected people and goods
with other parts of the country.

Write the words as one word.

pas sen ger en gine fac tor ies re duced
_________        __________ __________ ___________

pow ered con nec ted coun try met al
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. mines – f__ __ __ __ 2. track – cr__ __ __   3. truck – st__ __ __

4. rain – t__ __ __ __ 5. feel – st__ __ __ 6. pull – f__ __ __

7. first – th__ __ __ __ 8. part – st__ __ __ 9. eight – fr__ __ __ __ __

In the second half of the 1900’s, United States
railroads began to lose money.  With improved roads,
most freight was delivered by trucks. Railroads could
not deliver directly to stores and warehouses. Many
passengers left the railroads for the airlines.

Write the words as one word.
sec ond u ni ted im proved de liv ered

_________        __________ __________ ___________
pas sen gers air lines dir ect ly ware hous es
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. luck – tr__ __ __ 2. line – sp__ __ __          3. rail – tr__ __ __

4. store – ch__ __ __ 5. house – m__ __ __ __  6. could – w__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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The United States now is promoting more train use.
Countries such as Japan, China, and France have
advanced train use. Trains in Japan are among the
fastest in the world.  Their bullet train can travel at speeds
up to 186 miles per hour.  The bullet train gets its name
from its rounded nose.  It has the shape of a bullet.

Write the words as one word.

u ni ted pro mo ting coun tries Ja pan
_________        __________ __________ ___________

Chi na ad vanced bul let trav el
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. fast – l__ __ __ 2. mile – sm__ __ __ 3. dance – Fr__ __ __ __

4. shape – dr__ __ __    5. feed – sp__ __ __ 6. train – br__ __ __

7. now – pl__ __ 8. bird – th__ __ __ 9. round – f__ __ __ __

Railroads are friendly to the environment.  It takes
less energy to carry passengers and freight by train.
Railroads need less room than four- lane highways.
There are fewer scars on the landscape.  Let's
include trains in our transportation plans.  Let's ride
the rails again!

Write the words as one word.

rail road friend ly en er gy en vir on ment
_________        ________      ________     ___________
pas sen gers high ways land scape     trans por ta tion
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. less – gu__ __ __ 2. pain – tr__ __ __    3. rail – t__ __ __ __

4. good – st__ __ __ 5. scar – st__ __ 6. carry – m__ __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Trains (10)

Trains have passenger cars and freight cars.
Trains are pulled along steel tracks by
engines. At first, horses pulled wagons along
metal tracks at mines and factories. Later,
this work was done by train engines.  The
engines reduced the work of horses. Early
trains connected people and goods with other
parts of the country.

In the second half of the 1900’s, United
States railroads began to lose money.  With
improved roads, most freight was delivered by
trucks. Railroads could not deliver directly to
stores and warehouses. Many passengers
left the railroads for the airlines.

The United States now is promoting more
train use. Countries such as Japan, China,
and France have advanced train use. Trains
in Japan are among the fastest in the world.
Their bullet train can travel at speeds up to
186 miles per hour.  The bullet train gets its
name from its rounded nose.  It has the
shape of a bullet.

Railroads are friendly to the environment.  It
takes less energy to carry passengers and
freight by train. Railroads need less room
than four- lane highways. There are fewer
scars on the landscape.  Let's include trains
in our transportation plans.  Let's ride the rails
again!
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Trains
Trains have passenger cars and freight
cars. Trains are pulled along steel tracks
by engines. At first, horses pulled wagons
along metal tracks at mines and factories.
Later, this work was done by train engines.
The engines reduced the work of horses.
Early trains connected people and goods
with other parts of the country.

In the second half of the 1900’s, United
States railroads began to lose money.
With improved roads, most freight was
delivered by trucks. Railroads could not
deliver directly to stores and warehouses.
Many passengers left the railroads for the
airlines.

The United States now is promoting more
train use. Countries such as Japan, China,
and France have advanced train use.
Trains in Japan are among the fastest in
the world.  Their bullet train can travel at
speeds up to 186 miles per hour.  The
bullet train gets its name from its rounded
nose.  It has the shape of a bullet.

Railroads are friendly to the environment.
It takes less energy to carry passengers
and freight by train. Railroads need less
room than four- lane highways. There are
fewer scars on the landscape.  Let's
include trains in our transportation plans.
Let's ride the rails again!

Reading with Expression
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Airplanes
For a long time / people wanted to

fly.// They tried many ways: / hot-air

balloons,/ airships,/ and gliders.// In

1903, / brothers Orville and Wilbur

Wright / made the first flight / in their

airplane,/ Flyer 1.// It was the first /

engine powered / and controlled

flight.// Orville and Wilbur Wright /

were two Americans / credited with /

inventing and building / the world's

first / successful airplane.//

Airplanes were developed / at the

start of / the 1900’s.// They were built

/ with wood and canvas / to make

them light.// All early airplanes / had

small piston engines.// These drove

the propeller.// As the propeller

turned,/ it pulled the aircraft forward.

LESSON 11

Phrase-Cued Text
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Airplanes (continued)

Advances in the aircraft industry / came

fast.// In 1937,/ the first jet engine / was

invented.// Most modern, large aircraft / are

powered by / jet engines.// Jet engines /

provide more power.// The jet engine / takes

in air.// It burns fuel / and makes the air /

hot.// The air comes out very fast / to push

the airplane forward.//

The world's fastest airplane, / the Falcon

HTV-2,/ reached a speed / of 13,000 miles

per hour.// The flight lasted only minutes,/

and the airplane crashed / into the ocean.//

It was an unmanned flight.// No one was on

board.// At that speed,/ 13,000 miles per

hour,/ it could fly / from New York to Los

Angeles / in 12 minutes.//

LESSON 11

Phrase-Cued Text
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For a long time people wanted to fly.  They tried many
ways: hot-air balloons, airships, and gliders.  In 1903,
brothers Orville and Wilbur Wright made the first flight in
their airplane, Flyer 1.  It was the first engine powered and
controlled flight.  Orville and Wilbur Wright were two
Americans credited with inventing and building the world's
first successful airplane.

Write the words as one word.

air ship en gine pow ered con trolled
_________        __________ __________ ___________
A mer i cans in vent ing build ing suc cess ful
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. long – str__ __ __ 2. long – wr__ __ __   3. tried – fr__ __ __

4. cried – t__ __ __ __ 5. air – p__ __ __ 6. air – st__ __ __

7. first – th__ __ __ __ 8. fight – fl__ __ __ __ 9.moon – ball__ __ __

Airplanes were developed at the start of the 1900’s.
They were built with wood and canvas to make them
light.  All early airplanes had small piston engines.
These drove the propeller. As the propeller turned, it
pulled the aircraft forward.

Write the words as one word.
air plane de vel oped can vas pis ton

_________        __________ __________ ___________
en gine pro pel ler air craft for ward

_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. raft – cr__ __ __ 2. lane – p__ __ __ __ 3. cove – dr__ __ __

4. wood – g__ __ __ 5. part – st__ __ __ 6. light – r__ __ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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Advances in the aircraft industry came fast.  In 1937, the
first jet engine was invented. Most modern, large aircraft
are powered by jet engines.  Jet engines provide more
power.  The jet engine takes in air.  It burns fuel and
makes the air hot.  The air comes out very fast to push the
airplane forward.

Write the words as one word.

ad vance air craft in dus try en gine
_________        __________ __________ ___________

mod ern pow er pro vide air plane
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. fast – p__ __ __ 2. dust – tr__ __ __ 3. went – sp__ __ __

4. make – sh__ __ __    5. most – p__ __ __ 6. large – b__ __ __ __

7. burn – t__ __ __ 8. more – sh__ __ __ 9. power – fl__ __ __ __

The world's fastest airplane, the Falcon HTV-2,
reached a speed of 13,000 miles per hour.  The flight
lasted only minutes, and the airplane crashed into the
ocean.  It was an unmanned flight.  No one was on
board.  At that speed,13,000 miles per hour, it could
fly from New York to Los Angeles in 12 minutes.

Write the words as one word.

fast est air plane min utes o cean
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. fast – l__ __ __ 2. dash – cr__ __ __ 3. mile – wh__ __ __

4. each – r__ __ __ __   5. reach – b__ __ __ __ 6. feed – sp__ __ __

7. hour – s__ __ __        8. hour – fl__ __ __ 9. could – w__ __ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Airplanes (11)

For a long time people wanted to fly.  They
tried many ways: hot-air balloons, airships,
and gliders.  In 1903, brothers Orville and
Wilbur Wright made the first flight in their
airplane, Flyer 1.  It was the first engine
powered and controlled flight.  Orville and
Wilbur Wright were two Americans credited
with inventing and building the world's first
successful airplane.

Airplanes were developed at the start of the
1900’s.  They were built with wood and
canvas to make them light. All early airplanes
had small piston engines.  These drove the
propeller. As the propeller turned, it pulled
the aircraft forward.

Advances in the aircraft industry came fast.
In 1937, the first jet engine was invented.
Most modern, large aircraft are powered by
jet engines.  Jet engines provide more power.
The jet engine takes in air.  It burns fuel and
makes the air hot.  The air comes out very
fast to push the airplane forward.

The world's fastest airplane, the Falcon HTV-
2, reached a speed of 13,000 miles per hour.
The flight lasted only minutes, and the
airplane crashed into the ocean.  It was an
unmanned flight.  No one was on board.  At
that speed,13,000 miles per hour, it could fly
from New York to Los Angeles in 12 minutes.
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Airplanes
For a long time people wanted to fly.  They
tried many ways: hot-air balloons, airships,
and gliders.  In 1903, brothers Orville and
Wilbur Wright made the first flight in their
airplane, Flyer 1.  It was the first engine
powered and controlled flight.  Orville and
Wilbur Wright were two Americans credited
with inventing and building the world's first
successful airplane.

Airplanes were developed at the start of the
1900’s.  They were built with wood and
canvas to make them light.  All early airplanes
had small piston engines.  These drove the
propeller. As the propeller turned, it pulled
the aircraft forward.

Advances in the aircraft industry came fast.
In 1937, the first jet engine was invented.
Most modern, large aircraft are powered by
jet engines.  Jet engines provide more power.
The jet engine takes in air.  It burns fuel and
makes the air hot.  The air comes out very
fast to push the airplane forward.

The world's fastest airplane, the Falcon HTV-
2, reached a speed of 13,000 miles per hour.
The flight lasted only minutes, and the
airplane crashed into the ocean.  It was an
unmanned flight.  No one was on board.  At
that speed,13,000 miles per hour, it could fly
from New York to Los Angeles in 12 minutes.
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Maple Syrup
Most people enjoy pancakes / with

maple syrup.// Maple syrup / comes

from maple trees.// Just before

spring, / the trees move water / and

sugar / up from their roots / to their

branches.// The mixture / of sugar

and water / is called sap.// Maple

sap is sweet.// The maple sap / is

taken from trees / which have big

trunks.// Taking sap / from smaller

trees / can harm the trees.//

A tube called a spout / is hammered

/ into the tree trunk.// A bucket is

placed / under the spout.// The sap

drips / through the spout / and into

the bucket.// When the bucket is

full,/ the sap is taken / to the

sugarhouse.//

LESSON 12

Phrase-Cued Text
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Maple Syrup (continued)

The sap is poured / into an evaporator.//

The evaporator / is the machine used

today / to boil away (or evaporate) the

water / from the sap.// This leaves the

thick,/ rich,/ sweet maple syrup.// The

person / who makes the syrup / is the

sugarmaker.// Native Americans / were

the first sugarmakers.// They taught many

people / how to make / maple syrup.//

Rock maple trees / make the best / maple

sap.// Forty gallons of sap / is gathered / to

make one gallon / of maple syrup.// It

takes / many maple trees / to supply stores

/ and people / with maple syrup.// Most

maple syrup / comes from Vermont.// The

aroma of maple syrup / is in the air.// Let’s

have some pancakes / with maple syrup.//

LESSON 12

Phrase-Cued Text
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Most people enjoy pancakes with maple syrup.  Maple
syrup comes from maple trees.  Just before spring, the
trees move water and sugar up from their roots to their
branches.  The mixture of sugar and water is called sap.
Maple sap is sweet.  The maple sap is taken from trees
which have / big trunks.  Taking sap from smaller trees can
harm the trees.

Write the words as one word.

peo ple pan cakes ma ple syr up
_________        __________ __________ ___________

su gar mix ture wa ter small er
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. ring – spr__ __ __ 2. ranch – br__ __ __ __ 3. trunk – sk__ __ __

4. sweet – sh__ __ __ 5. bees– tr__ __ __ 6. harm – f__ __ __

7. harm – ch__ __ __ 8. call – sm__ __ __ 9. root – sh__ __ __

A tube called a spout is hammered into the tree trunk.
A bucket is placed under the spout.  The sap drips
through the spout and into the bucket.  When the
bucket is full, the sap is taken to the sugarhouse.

Write the words as one word.
ham mered buck et un der su gar house
_________        __________ __________ ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. drip – tr__ __ 2. place – tr__ __ __    3. take – c__ __ __

4. sunk – tr__ __ __ 5. tree – thr__ __ 6. house – m__ __ __ __

7. out – sp__ __ __ 8. out – spr__ __ __ 9. full – p__ __ __

PART 2

PART 1
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The sap is poured into an evaporator.  The evaporator is
the machine used today to boil away (or evaporate) the
water from the sap. This leaves the thick, rich, sweet
maple syrup. The person who makes the syrup is the
sugarmaker.  Native Americans were the first
sugarmakers. They taught many people how to make
maple syrup.

Write the words as one word.

ma chine e vap or ate syr up e vap or a tor
_________        __________ __________ ___________

Na tive A mer i cans peo ple su gar ma ker
_________        __________      __________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. tick – th__ __ __ 2. rich – wh__ __ __ 3. meet – sw__ __ __

4. stay – aw__ __ 5. oil – b__ __ __ 6. boil – c__ __ __

7. out – ab__ __ __        8. first – th__ __ __ __ 9. taught – c__ __ __ __ __

Rock maple trees make the best maple sap.  Forty
gallons of sap is gathered to make one gallon of
maple syrup.  It takes many maple trees to supply
stores and people with maple syrup.  Most maple
syrup comes from Vermont.  The aroma of maple
syrup is in the air.  Let’s have some pancakes with
maple syrup.

Write the words as one word.

gal lons gath ered syr up a ro ma
_________        ________      ________     ___________
Write the rhyming word.

1. rock – l__ __ __ 2. take – m__ __ __ 3. sore – sc__ __ __

4. store – sh__ __ __     5. air – st__ __ __ 6. fair – ch__ __ __

PART 3

PART 4
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Maple Syrup (12)

Most people enjoy pancakes with maple
syrup.  Maple syrup comes from maple trees.
Just before spring, the trees move water and
sugar up from their roots to their branches.
The mixture of sugar and water is called sap.
Maple sap is sweet.  The maple sap is taken
from trees which have big trunks. Taking sap
from smaller trees can harm the trees.

A tube called a spout is hammered into the
tree trunk.  A bucket is placed under the
spout.  The sap drips through the spout and
into the bucket.  When the bucket is full, the
sap is taken to the sugarhouse.

The sap is poured into an evaporator.  The
evaporator is the machine used today to boil
away (or evaporate) the water from the sap.
This leaves the thick, rich, sweet maple syrup.
The person who makes the syrup is the
sugarmaker.  Native Americans were the first
sugarmakers. They taught many people how
to make maple syrup.

Rock maple trees make the best maple sap.
Forty gallons of sap is gathered to make one
gallon of maple syrup.  It takes many maple
trees to supply stores and people with maple
syrup.  Most maple syrup comes from
Vermont.  The aroma of maple syrup is in the
air.  Let’s have some pancakes with maple
syrup.
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Maple Syrup
Most people enjoy pancakes with maple
syrup.  Maple syrup comes from maple
trees.  Just before spring, the trees move
water and sugar up from their roots to their
branches.  The mixture of sugar and water is
called sap. Maple sap is sweet.  The maple
sap is taken from trees which have big
trunks. Taking sap from smaller trees can
harm the trees.

A tube called a spout is hammered into the
tree trunk.  A bucket is placed under the
spout.  The sap drips through the spout and
into the bucket.  When the bucket is full, the
sap is taken to the sugarhouse.

The sap is poured into an evaporator.  The
evaporator is the machine used today to boil
away (or evaporate) the water from the sap.
This leaves the thick, rich, sweet maple
syrup. The person who makes the syrup is
the sugarmaker.  Native Americans were the
first sugarmakers. They taught many people
how to make maple syrup.

Rock maple trees make the best maple sap.
Forty gallons of sap is gathered to make one
gallon of maple syrup.  It takes many maple
trees to supply stores and people with maple
syrup.  Most maple syrup comes from
Vermont.  The aroma of maple syrup is in
the air.  Let’s have some pancakes with
maple syrup.
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